In collective decision-making, a group of independent experts propose individual choices to reach a common decision. This is the case of competitive events such as Olympics, international Prizes or grant evaluation, where groups of experts evaluate individual performances to assign resources, e.g. scores, recognitions, or funding. However, there are systems where evaluating individual's performance is difficult: in those cases, other factors play a relevant role, leading to unexpected emergent phenomena from micro-scale interactions. The Nobel assignment procedure, rooted on recommendations, is one of these systems. Here we unveil its network, reconstructed from official data and metadata about nominators, nominees and awardees between 1901 and 1965, consisting of almost 12,000 individuals and 17,000 nominations. We quantify the role of homophily, academic reputation of nominators and their prestige neighborhood, showing that nominees endorsed by central actors -who are part of the system's core because of their prestigious reputation -are more likely to become laureate within a finite time scale than nominees endorsed by nominators in the periphery of the network. We propose a mechanistic model which reproduces all the salient observations and allows to design possible countermeasures to mitigate observed effects.
hand, competition for prestige and reputation is a natural mechanism 18 : academics seldom recommend direct competitors in specific fields.
Moreover, there is evidence that strong collaborations have a significant positive impact on productivity and citations 19 -the apostle effect -and that author's reputation significantly drives a paper's citation count early in its citation life cycle 6 . Experience plays a key role in the academic community. In fact, it has been recently shown that the chaperone effect characterizes publishing in high-impact venues 20 , and that genealogical and coauthorship networks are good predictors of who wins multiple prizes, driving a system where the boundaries of science are pushed by small group of scientific elites 21 . Given the scientific, economical and political impact of winning a Nobel Prize, it is natural to ask to which extent such mechanisms -namely homophily and reputation -are influenced by, and influence, the Nobel assignment process. Other factors, such as the sociological effects of winning a Nobel Prize 22 and the patterns of productivity, collaboration, discovery, and authorship of nobel laureates have been the subject of intense research activity across half a century 5, 12, [23] [24] [25] leading the emerging field of "science of science 26 ", while little attention has been dedicated to the Nobel nomination and selection mechanisms 27, 28 . Here, we examine the impact of these mechanisms using the tools of network science and advanced statistics to provide compelling evidence for the emergence of four types of hegemony -political, gender, nationalistic, and prestige -influencing the three different phases of the assignment process (Fig. 1a) . Similarly to other recent works on science of science 26 , our intent here is to build upon theoretical concepts and social processes drawn from the sociology of science 29, 30 , isolating from large-scale data sources the power relationships present in the scientific community. This perspective is particularly relevant considering that the social structure and culture present in the scientific community influences the output of scientific knowledge produced, and that these social mechanisms can be controlled by closed circles or external forces 31 with the undesirable effects of influencing the validity of the scientific results and overall retarding the quest for scientific knowledge by limiting the development and diffusion of new methodological or epistemological models.
To this aim, we have gathered data and metadata from the official Web page 2 about nominators and nominees involved in the Nobel assignment procedure between 1901 and 1965, as well as about the Nobel laureates between 1901 and 2016. Both datasets have been cross-checked for inconsistencies and manually corrected where needed according to other manually curated sources, such as Wikipedia. In the data gathered, gender is indicated as a binary field -Female (F) or Male (M) -while nationality might change across time. For sake of simplicity, every person or organisation has been associated with only a single country with a majority rule.
To model the intricate web of nomination relationships, we build two networks 32, 33 . One network consists of individuals, nominators and nominees, who are linked together by a nomination. For instance, Erwin Schrödinger (the nominator) nominated Erich Regener, Wolfgang Pauli and Enrico Fermi (the nominees) in 1938: in our model, three outgoing links are assigned to Schrödinger, each one pointing towards a different nominee. The second network consists of countries: a directed link is assigned to the countries to which nominator and nominees belong, with connections being weighted by the volume of nominations. For instance, a weight of one is assigned to the link from Germany (represented by Schrödinger) to Italy (represented by Fermi), whereas weight 2 is assigned to the link from United States of America to Italy, because of the nominations from Arthur H. Compton and Clinton J. Davisson to Fermi in the same year. Figure 1b ,c illustrates additional examples.
To understand how homophily and reputation might affect the assignment process, we devise a model which describes (i) the progressive growth of the nomination-nominee network and (ii) the periodic assignment of an award. Our model successfully reproduces some empirical findings, such as the highly modular structures observed in the data or the central role played by prestigious scholars. Analyzing different scenarios, we illustrate how the nomination-selection process is potentially very efficient in selecting high quality laureates, but at the same time tends to perpetuate the privileges of hegemonic groups.
Results
Political homophily. The rationale behind the invitation process is to broaden the representation of different countries and universities, while keeping the nominators pool restricted to qualified persons only 2 . The nominators' selection is however influenced by international political relationships and prestige, as highlighted by the limited number of Russian nominators (114 in total, less than 10% of Americans, Germans, or French ones -see also Supplementary Fig. 2 ). To label this type of effect we use in this paper the term political homophily, which has to be intended here in the strict sense of a homophilic effect between countries sharing similar views about world politics, or economical and societal issues. Another example of political homophily is identified in correspondence of the political tensions surrounding World War II. The war indeed appear to have shocked the equilibrium of the international scientific community: if before the war the international prestige was mostly accumulated by german scholars, after the war the scientific world rewired itself into a more american-centric network (see Fig. 2 and Supplementary  Fig. 3 ). This shock can be observed in the period between 1936 a and 1948 for Germany, but also during the war for the German-controlled France. In these periods, nominators of these two countries have been largely excluded from the process (Figs. 2 and 3 ). This created a change in the nomination network before and after World War II, as the larger nominators pool taken by Germany for almost 40 years got quickly obscured by USA, which increased their weight during the war and then dominated the successive period. This naturally reflected on the nominees and laureates (Fig. 2b,c) . In Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 6 we disaggregate this view on the different Nobel categories, observing how in time, USA emerges with an increasing growth in both nominators and nominees pools, with the only exception of the Nobel Prize assigned to Literature. Remarkably, the overall number of American Nobel laureates grows differently from the one of all other countries (Fig. 2c) . The different scaling behaviour ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ) suggests a type of Matthew effect -also observed in other scientific contexts [34] [35] [36] [37] -which favors cumulative advantage of candidates with high prestige while reducing the visibility and the opportunities of less known nominees. Supplementary Fig. 7 for details). A similarly accelerated growth is observed in the number of nominators and the casted corresponding candidatures but with some visible difference among prize categories ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). ) and France (p-value ≈ 10
) and a significant growth of nominators from USA (p-value ≈ 10 www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ Gender homophily. The Nobel Prizes assigned to women are few and far between 10 . Even after accounting for the underlying under-representation of women in the scientific disciplines, the assignment of Nobel Prizes is significantly favouring men 38 . In the period we consider we restricted the analysis to the 15668 nominations where both the gender of the nominators and of the nominees was correctly identified. In this sample, women constitute 5.0% of nominees and 3.7% of laureates but only 1.8% of nominators, highlighting natural limitations for women to enter in the nominators' pool. To investigate the role played by gender homophily in the nomination process, we count the fraction of links between nodes of the same (F → F and M → M) or different genders (F → M and M → F) and compare them with a null model where the gender is randomly shuffled among the nodes. The results, displayed in Table 1 , show without any doubt b significant effects of gender homophily the nomination process (Z-Score ≈ 13). The effect is symmetrical, as both genders equally favour intra-gender links with respect to the null-model. 
Link Type
Data Null Model Z-Score F → F 56 11.6 ± 3 13.5 Table 1 . Intra-and inter-gender links in the nominator-nominee network. We compare the data with the result of 100000 random shuffling of the nodes genders. The observed deviations are of the order of ≈13 standard deviations, which essentially correspond to certainty.
b
We verified that the distribution produced by the null model is homogeneous (see Supplementary Fig. 5 ), and statistically compatible with a p-value of 0. For sake of completeness, the most conservative statistical test -given by the Chebyshev inequality -suggests that this observation is likely with probability 5.7 · 10 −3
. didate who, in their opinion, deserves the most the Nobel Prize. However, candidatures are more likely towards fellow academics from the same country. To quantify this effect during the nomination process, we use the network of nominations at country level, aggregated across time. Our analysis reveals a large fraction of nominations among individuals from the same country: the level of clustering into communities is quantified by network modularity 39 -calculated with respect to a country-based partition -for which a value of 0.38 is measured. Considering each Nobel category separately, the highest modularity (0.44) is observed for Physiology and Medicine and for Literature, while lowest values characterize Chemistry (0.34), Peace (0.32), and Physics (0.28). These high values indicate that the fraction of nominations within the same country exceeds what would be expected by chance, highlighting the existence of a nationalistic homophily, which appears to depend on the historical moment (see Fig. 4a , and Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4 for a comparison before and after World War II). This type of homophily reflects in the country distribution of the nominees, which is therefore strongly related to the committee choices of nominators. To verify this claim, we measure the evolution of the nominator and nominees pool countries with the Kullback-Liebler divergence (see Methods) between the distribution of countries in two consecutive years. The results shown in Fig. 4b confirm our expectation as the yearly evolution of the nominators and nominees pools is significantly correlated (Spearman r = 0.47). Consequently, as the nominators pool gets progressively concentrated in a few countries, the nationalistic homophily propagates this concentration to the nominees. Indeed, measuring the statistical dispersion of both distributions across time by means of the Gini coefficient (see Methods), a widely adopted index of diversity 40 , we observe how the candidatures increasingly concentrate in fewer countries (Fig. 4c) regardless of the Nobel category ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ). The trend is the same for both nominators and nominees, and the two dynamics exhibit a highly significant correlation (Spearman r = 0.68). These results show that the pool of nominees strongly depends on the nominator pool, a fact that contributes to dramatically alter the probability that a nominee will become a Nobel laureate.
Academic reputation. The committees, supported by specially appointed experts, choose the laureates among the nominees, in a process influenced by the committee members expertise and preferences 27 . The number of nominations, on average five for awardees and two for non-awardees, is likely to play a role in the process. ). (c) Diversity of nominators' and nominees' origin country for a given year quantified by the Gini coefficient (see Methods): the higher the value the more unequal is the distribution of nominators or nominees among the different countries. The coefficient is calculated across time and it exhibits a growing trend, which is highly correlated (Spearman index 0.68, p-value ≈ 10 −9 ) with the trend of the Gini coefficient for nominators. Note the significant drop corresponding to WWII.
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ However, we have isolated an important effect due to prestige: the Nobel committee attributes greater accuracy to the opinion of former Nobel laureates, and it is particularly important if the initial candidature is endorsed by former Nobel laureates.
Such candidatures are indeed dramatically advantaged with respect to those ones not initially endorsed by Nobel laureates (Fig. 5a,b and Supplementary Figs. 9 and 10 ). To further test the hypothesis that the observed effect is genuine, we studied the nomination network (Fig. 5c ) at individual level, to gain insight from the microscopic analysis of the Nobel assignment system. We find that Nobel laureates in Physics, Chemistry and Medicine are part of a scientific elite (Fig. 5d) , constituting the system's core and counting 363 individuals in the largest connected component of the nomination network. To quantify the chance of this observation, we have reshuffled the Nobel Prize assignments 50,000 times and counted, each time, the number of Nobel laureates in the largest cluster 32, 33 . The random expectation, compatible with the null hypothesis that the endorsement of former Nobel laureates is not a discriminating factor, is 314.5 ± 6.8: remarkably, the empirical value is more than 7 standard deviations from the mean (p-value ≈ 10 −12
), confirming the significant presence of a core (Fig. 5e) . The authority of Nobel laureates thus induces a sort of social influence that is reflected in the importance given by the Nobel committee to their nominations, thus affecting the collective judgement 41 . Similarly, another indicator of academic prestige we identified is having being repeatedly selected as a nominator. In Supplementary Fig. 10 we show how nominators who casted more candidatures are more likely to nominate winning candidates.
A mechanistic model of the Nobel ecosystem. To better understand our empirical findings, we develop a model describing the Nobel ecosystem, including the growth of its nomination network. In this network, nodes represent experts that can be at the same time both nominators and nominees. Links between nodes are directed and indicate a nomination. Each node i is characterized by (i) a random score s i , distributed uniformly between 0 and 1, which embodies the individual expertise and merit; (ii) the node age a i measured in time-steps; and iii) a www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ vector of features → F i 42 encoding information such as nationality, gender, etc. The network is first initialized with N 0 nodes and no links: these initial nodes represent a starting core of nominators, that are never considered as potential nominees. Then, at every time step, a new node is injected, and a set of L potential nominators is selected on the base of their score and, eventually, their age with probability p i out a s a s i i
Here, the score is multiplied by an aging factor α a i . If α > 0, it is representing the social advantage cumulated along the career 43 , while if α < 0 young nodes are favoured in the selection. If α = 0, age has no weight in the choice. These L potential nominators might then connect or not with the new node, the choice corresponding to deciding on whether to support or not the candidature of the new node. The evaluation of a node is based, simultaneously, upon reputation (score) and homophilic tendencies (defined in the feature space). Therefore, it is crucial to define the similarity S F F
→ → between two nodes' feature vectors. Here, we define similarity as , where the similarity is given by the fraction of shared features, and has the advantage that the cosine similarity induces an ordering among the feature vectors. Similarly to bounded confidence models 45 , interactions (here, the nominations) are possible only if the nodes are not too different. However, here differences can be ignored if the reputation is high enough. The possible new link between i 1 and i 2 is indeed accepted, deterministically, only if
where B is a parameter describing the meritocracy of the choice (if B = 1, the choice is purely based on score), H T a threshold parameter, This framework allows one to design block-like adjacency matrices describing the complex community structures observed in our data, including the case groups'in-between' other two (Fig. 6a,b) . For instance, in our particular problem -the study of the Nobel Prize nomination process -the added value of this perspective is manifest as it allow us to map the fluid relationships between scientific disciplines 25 (as illustrated for example in Fig. 6b) . Similarly to what observed for the Axelrod's model 46 , one possible output here is the creation of segregated non-overlapping communities, consisting of nodes of identical features (See Fig. 6d , Supplementary Fig. 11 and the Supplementary Information).
The fact that nodes' scores are considered for both the nominators selection and the nomination naturally segregates a high score core from a low score periphery. This property reflects what we observed in the data with the high concentration of Nobel laureates in the core. Another remarkable consequence of the homophilic link creation is that, in certain regimes, the presence of different categories of nodes makes the average score of selected nodes higher than what observed ceteris paribus when all nodes injected belong to the same category (see Fig. 6e ). In a nutshell (see Methods for more detail), the process allows for selecting the best nodes among distant categories, even when the meritocracy is relatively small and closer categories are accepted without any regard of node score.
However, together with this relatively positive consequence, the presence of nodes of different categories might naturally yield also some negative effect. One example worth highlighting here is the persistent influence that a hegemonic group may play if the selection process is driven by a strong memory effect, as is the case in the Nobel nomination network. To illustrate this effect, we introduce in the model two further features inspired by the Nobel selection process. First, every T time-steps, a prize is awarded with a probability =
proportional to the node in-degree k i . This selection is restricted to the set J of nodes that are not yet laureate (multiple awards are not permitted). Second, besides the L nominators selected accordingly to skill and, eventually, age, also the last M laureates are included in the nominators pool, and are similarly allowed to decide whether or not to nominate a new node with the outgoing directed link representing. This 'design choice' -of making Nobel laureates systematically become nominators -strengthens the central position of skilled nominators at the core of the network. In the following, we show that it has the drawback of perpetuating for longer time the influence of a hegemonic initial pool of nominators, established as the initial set of N 0 nodes. To illustrate this, we study the simple scenario of a mono-dimensional feature space with only two possible types of nodes: (+1) and (−1). The two-features scenario allows only for identical S = 1 or orthogonal S = 0 pairs. To simplify the interpretation of the results, let us assume that this scenario describe gender homophilic decisions in the Nobel Prize. First, we can analyze the model without the new feature imposing the last former laureates as nominees, and with non-hegemonic initial conditions. We show in Fig. 7a an example of a network in this first non-hegemonic scenario, with modularity ≈0.4 built with B = 0.2 and H T = 0.18.
For this example, in Fig. 7b we measure the gender unbalance in four different scenarios as the cumulative fraction of the number of awards assigned among the hegemonic gender until a given time. The baseline scenario is represented by the orange green circles, where there are no aging effects and the mechanics of injecting the laureates as nominators is not activated. This has to be compared with three variated scenarios. The positive aging scenario (blue triangles) introduces an extra age effect to reputation, describing a system where further social advantage is cumulated along the career. In this case the system has a stronger memory and the hegemony is sustained for longer times. The realistic scenario (orange stars) is without aging, but here former laureates automatically become nominators, as is the case for the Nobel prize. Similarly to the positive aging scenario, the system has a stronger memory and the hegemonic initial unbalance is maintained for longer times. The last (red www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ square) is the negative aging scenario. It is similar to the realistic one, but here a negative aging parameter favours youngest nodes as nominators. In this last case, the memory is reduced and the effect due to hegemonic initial condition and high homophily is limited. This example suggests that the current design, where Nobel laureates are automatically included as nominators, creates a memory effect that might perpetuate existing hegemonies. The same result is found for a very broad range of the parameters B and H T (see Supplementary Fig. 12 ).
Discussion
Interestingly, starting 2019 the Nobel committees explicitly request the nominators of considering diversity in geography, gender, and topic 10, 47 . Further measures have also been requested to improve gender balance, including changes in the nomination committee and nomination rules 47 . Here, we have shown that these requests are definitively justified. Nominations are also surely gender biased, with both females and males preferring candidates of the same gender. The winning odds would be however fair if the choice of nominators would be gender There is also evidence that nominations are mostly affected by nationalistic homophily. The nomination network is highly modular with respect to the country of origin, de facto making more difficult to award candidates from less represented countries, further increasing inequality. This effect can be originated by different mechanisms -e.g. nominators' limited social/scientific neighborhood or real nationalistic preferences -whose determination is, however, beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the existence of this type of homophily -similar to the one discovered in other highly competitive events, such as Olympics 48 , and in social dynamics 49 -represents a huge obstacle to the fairness of the overall assignment process. The sum of all these effects renders the ultimate decision of who, among the candidate available, will win the Nobel prize highly predictable from the aggregated history of nominations up to that year. An additional evidence to support this argument is given by a machine learning algorithm able to learn these patterns, as we show in Supplementary Fig. 13 . This process is further influenced by political homophily and perceived academic prestige in the committees. Our results indicate that the Nobel assignment procedure (see Fig. 1a ) is intrinsically reinforcing the propagation of these homophilic effects sustaining the presence of academic hegemonies over time. In particular, these effects are aggravated by the current prize assignment mechanism allowing new Nobel laureates to become nominators in the subsequent years, an undesired effect that can be reduced by selecting new young experts as nominators, as suggested by our model. On a network generated as in panel (a), all initial N 0 nominators are set to be males. The process lasts for 500 timesteps, and every 10 timesteps a Prize is awarded. We study four different scenarios average over 200 simulations each. In all cases the curve begins from 1 and progressively drops as the initial hegemony is challenged. Note that, unless for a period the nominators becomes unbalanced in the other sense, the fraction will be strictly >0.5 as the initial gender gap cannot be recovered in a fair system. The drop in hegemonic weight is slower with positive aging and faster with negative aging. The inclusion of former laureates in the nominator pool beside other normally selected nodes (with L = M = 10) significantly increase the memory effect, actively sustaining the initial hegemony. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ More in general, having pointed out a number of social mechanisms that influence the Nobel selection process, a natural question that arises is about the relative strength of such mechanisms and where eventually one may intervene to reduce the biases emerging from these. In this sense, we are inclined to conjecture that the single most efficient intervention would be to have the Nobel committees unbiased in terms of the homophilic tendencies highlighted in this paper. Homophily would be less an issue if the committee would not display hegemonic prevalences in terms of nationality and gender.
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Materials and Methods
Kullback-Leibler divergence. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is a measure of "surprise", quantifying how much a distribution P(x) can be well described by another distribution Q(x), where x is some observable of interest. Formally, it is defined by
quantifying information loss in describing P(x) by means of Q(x). A divergence close to zero indicates that the two distribution are very similar, if not identical. Conversely, larger the difference between the two distributions, larger the expected value of their divergence. In this work, we consider the distribution of the countries of nominators and nominees, separately, and we calculate their Kullback-Leibler divergence between successive years to quantify the underlying similarity across time.
Gini coefficient. The Gini coefficient is a measure of statistical dispersion, originally introduced to quantify income and wealth inequality. Formally, it is derived from the Lorenz curve L P (y) of the probability distribution P(x), which describes the relative weight of the bottom y% items of the sample from P(x), as Intermediate values, such as 0.5, characterize, for instance, a relatively high income inequality for a country. In this work, we measure the Gini coefficient of the distribution of the countries of nominators and nominees for a given year.
Computing the winning probabilities. To isolate the academic reputation, we have studied in Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 9 the sequences of candidature years for different nominees. In this analysis, years are not necessarily consecutive. Moreover, in Fig. 5a the sequences representing the years of candidatures of non-laureated nominees that were shorter than 12 items have been extended to that length, as being excluded from the nomination process implies the impossibility of being awarded.
Selection with multiple groups. We observed in Fig. 6e that the model proposed is better at selecting high score nodes if the system is equally constituted by multiple categories. This apparently counterintuitive effect can be easily understood by noticing that, by definition, the similarity within the same category is S 1 = 1, while an eventual second closest category has a similarity S 2 = 1 − ΔS. For sake of simplicity, let us consider the case B < ΔS/(1 + ΔS) where nodes of the second category can be selected only for values of H T ≤ (1 − B). This last condition corresponds to requiring that all nodes of the first category are automatically accepted, and consequently that the average score for the nodes of the same category of 〈s 1 〉 = 0.5. Since s is distributed uniformly between 0 and 1, the values of H T act as a cursor selecting a fraction f 2 ∈ [0, 1] of nodes that pass a threshold H T = (1 − f 2 )B + (1 − B)(1 − ΔS). These nodes are those with the highest scores among the second category will average 〈s 2 〉 = 1 − f 2 /2 > 〈s 1 〉. In total, the average score for any accepted node with H T activating links in the first and second categories is given by the weighted average 〈s〉 = (n 1 〈s 1 〉 + n 2 f 2 〈s 2 〉)/(n 1 + n 2 f 2 ) > 〈s 1 〉, where n 1 is the fraction of nodes with similarity S = 1 with a randomly chosen node, and n 2 the fraction of nodes with similarity S 2 with a random node (see Fig. 6d , where the dashed line indicates the analytical solution found with the principles described here above). This last inequality states that the average score 〈s〉 exceeds the averages score 〈s 1 〉 one will have if all nodes belong to the same category.
Data availability
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